
Geography 
 

LO: Define and describe the characteristics the different biomes 

 

A biome is a large region of Earth that has a certain climate and certain types of 

living things. Major biomes include tundra, forests, grasslands, and deserts. The 

plants and animals of each biome have traits that help them to survive in their 

particular biome. Each biome has many ecosystems. 

There are 5 major types of biomes: aquatic, desert, forest, grassland, and tundra. 

Can you match the pictures below to the correct biome? 

 

 

Follow the link to find out about Tundra Biomes: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RT6x5GVPFG8 

 

TASk 1: Task: cut out the images or list them in a table and organise them into 

Arctic and Alpine Tundras (see attached sheet) 

 

Task 2: Using the characteristics of the Tundra Biome, decide what items you 

would need to take in your BIOME BACKPACK in order to prepare for its weather 

and cimate as well as its flora and fauna. You will need to justify each item you have 

packed with clear connections to characteristics of the biome.  

 

Task 3:  Use the image below to label the world map with the areas showing 

tundras (see attached sheet). 

 

 
  
 

 

PSHE  
 

LO: To understand the effects of climate change on Tundra Biomes. 

 A warmer climate could radically change tundra landscapes and what 

species are able to live in them.  

 Warming could destabilise the tundra’s ecosystem.  

 Temperatures drive the growth of shrubs, which can change soil 

temperature and prevent snow from reflecting out heat. 

 Thriving shrubs also crowd out lichen, an important food source for 

caribou and other animals. Warmer tundras could also see increased 

risk of wildfires and drought. 

 Watch the video on climate changes: 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/habitats/tundra-

biome/ https://www.exploratorium.edu/video/tundra-climate-change 

The Eden Project always strives to create a better world and 

encourage people to make changes to their lives. Here is the list of 

some of the ways that The Eden Project suggest that are great tips 

to helping the world. https://www.edenproject.com/make-the-

change/what-you-can-do/11-tips-for-fighting-climate-change-and-

biodiversity 

Tasks: 

1) Write a list of things that you could do to help the environment. 

2) Create an educational leaflet  

3) Make the Change – the Pledges 

 

Science 
 

LO: To create a food pyramid of the living organisms 

within the tundra biome.  

 

 The base of the tundra pyramid in this biome 

are producer organisms such as lichens, 

mosses, liverworts, algae, wildflowers, shrubs, 

sedges and grasses that transform carbon 

dioxide and energy from the sun into 

carbohydrates and oxygen.  

 The second level of the pyramid is home to 

primary consumers (herbivores) like pikas, musk 

oxen, caribou, squirrels, lemmings and artic hares 

that feed on the producers. 

 The third level is home to brown bears, arctic 

foxes, arctic wolves and snowy owls occupy 

the secondary consumer level. These creatures 

are categorized as carnivores or omnivores. 

  Finally, the polar bear lives at the top of the 

food pyramid because it has no natural 

predators. Polar bears also eat seals and fish 

that live in the water, which shows how this 

single energy pyramid interconnects to energy 

sources in other biomes. 

 

Fancy a challenge?  

Create a food web of the living organisms within the 

tundra biome. 
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Art 
LO: I can use line, shade and texture with pencils 

 

Tundra Biomes can often be found in mountainous regions. 

 

 
 

Watch the learning video about how to draw a mountain: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsWvYIBtM6o 

 
 

Use the step by step instructions on the video to draw your own mountain. 

Use line, texture, darks and light shading.  

D&T 
LO: Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to 

make a diorama.  

 

TASk 1. Design your own Tundra dome using everyday 

objects such as paper, cardboard or straws. There are lots 

of helpful videos on YOUTUBE.  Have a look at Mr Morris’ 

below.  

 
 

TASk 2 . Turn your structure into a diorama. Make sure 

to include the characteristics of Tundra biome 

 Extremely cold climate 

 treeless plain  

  Simple vegetation (shrubs, sedges, reindeer 

mosses, liverworts and grasses). 

 Herbivorous mammals: lemmings, voles, caribou, 

arctic hares and squirrels 

 Carnivorous mammals: arctic foxes, wolves, and 

polar bears 

 Migratory birds: ravens, snow buntings, falcons, 

loons, sandpipers, terns, snow birds, and various 

species of gulls 

 Fish: cod, flatfish, salmon, and trout 

 

 
 

Eden  & Eden North 

    
Have a look at the Eden Project Cornwall & Eden North fact 

sheets and websites to find out more about the Eden complexes 

 https://www.edenproject.com/ 

https://www.edenproject.com/eden-story/our-ethos/eden-project-

north 

The Eden Project (Cornish: Edenva) is a popular visitor 

attraction in Cornwall, England, UK. Inside there are two biomes 

which have plants that are collected from many diverse climates 

and environments. The complex is dominated by two huge 

adjoining domes that house thousands of plant species. The 

largest of the two biomes simulates a rainforest environment 

(and is the largest indoor rainforest in the world) and the 

second, is a Mediterranean environment. The attraction also has 

an outside botanical garden which is home to many plants and 

wildlife native to Cornwall and the UK in general. 

The Eden Project North in Morecambe, Lancashire, with a focus 

on the marine environment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsWvYIBtM6o
https://www.edenproject.com/
https://www.edenproject.com/eden-story/our-ethos/eden-project-north
https://www.edenproject.com/eden-story/our-ethos/eden-project-north
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornwall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainforest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean_climate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botanical_garden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morecambe


 

 


